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ABSTRACT

Satellite infrared (IR) sounder and imager measurements have become one of the main sources of data used by data
assimilation  systems  to  generate  initial  conditions  for  numerical  weather  prediction  (NWP)  models  and  atmospheric
analysis/reanalysis. This paper reviews the development of satellite IR data assimilation in NWP in recent years, especially
the assimilation of all-sky satellite IR observations. The major challenges and future directions are outlined and discussed.
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Article Highlights:

•  A review and summary of the current satellite radiance assimilation.
•  The challenges and progress of all-sky radiance assimilation.
•  Future strategies for all-sky radiance assimilation.

 

 
  

1.    Introduction

Sensible  weather  conditions  are  fundamentally  related
to  the  presence  and  characteristics  of  clouds,  with  severe
weather systems usually accompanied by clouds and precipita-
tion.  Cloudy regions are  forecast  sensitive areas  (McNally,
2002).  The large horizontal  and vertical  gradients of  atmo-
spheric variables, such as temperature, moisture, and wind,
make forecasting the weather within cloudy regions quite dif-
ficult.  As  a  result,  understanding  how  to  effectively  use
information from cloudy regions is a challenging but import-
ant task for data assimilation in regional and global numer-
ical weather prediction (NWP) modeling systems.

Satellite measurements have been playing a larger role
in the global observing system (Bauer et al., 2015), particu-
larly since the advent  of  direct  radiance assimilation in the
1990s (Eyre et al., 2020). Operational and research satellite
sensors  provide  observations  that  cover  the  whole  globe,

which is especially useful in areas where conventional data
are sparse, such as over oceanic regions, the Southern Hemi-
sphere,  and  remote  land  areas.  These  satellite  measure-
ments are also important for climate studies and calculating
the global  energy budget  (Stephens et  al.,  2012).  Measure-
ments  from  hyperspectral  infrared  (IR)  sounders  and
Microwave (MW) sounders have been widely used in NWP
models  and  other  applications  (Le  Marshall  et  al.,  2005,
2006; Kelly and Thepaut, 2007; Menzel et al., 2018). Some
operational  centers  are  assimilating  all-sky  MW  radiances.
For  example,  the  European  Centre  for  Medium-range
Weather  Forecasts  (ECMWF)  began  direct  assimilation  of
all-sky radiances in their operational system in 2009 (Bauer
et al., 2010), and it is now applied to most of the humidity-
sensitive microwave data in the system, providing substan-
tial forecast impact (Geer et al., 2017). At the National Cen-
ters for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), the assimilation
of all-sky MW radiances has been operational in the global
forecast  system  (GFS)  since  May  2016  (Zhu  et  al.,  2014).
Kim  et  al.  (2020)  discussed  the  development  of  the  Grid
point Statistical Interpolation (GSI) configurations to assimil-
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ate  all-sky  data  from  MW  imagers,  such  as  the  GPM
Microwave  Imager  (GMI).  In  a  regional  assimilation  con-
text,  Zhang  et  al.  (2013)  assimilated  cloud-affected  radi-
ances  from  the  Advanced  Microwave  Sounding  Unit
(AMSU-A),  and  Wu  et  al.  (2019)  assimilated  all-sky  radi-
ance  from  the  Advanced  Technology  Microwave  Sounder
(ATMS) in the tropical cyclones (TCs) core using the Hur-
ricane  Weather  Research  and  Forecasting  (HWRF)  model.
Yang et al. (2016) also demonstrated the benefit of assimilat-
ing  all-sky  AMSR-2  radiances  for  forecasts  of  Hurricane
Sandy using the WRFDA system.

Radiance  observations  from  IR  sounders  provide  very
important  information  to  improve  the  NWP  forecast  skill
(Pavelin  et  al.,  2008; Panguad  et  al.,  2009).  The  assimila-
tion of clear-sky hyperspectral IR radiances from the Atmo-
spheric  Infrared  Sounder  (AIRS)  into  global  models
occurred  as  early  as  2003  (Le  Marshall  et  al.,  2006;
McNally  et  al.,  2006).  EUMETSAT (European Meteorolo-
gical Satellite system) launched the MetOp (Meteorological
Operational)  satellite  in  2006,  carrying  the  Infrared  Atmo-
spheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) as an operational met-
eorological  sensor.  The  IASI  radiances  have  been  assimil-
ated in both operational models and research studies (Hilton
et al., 2009; Bormann et al., 2016). The Cross-track Infrared
Sounder  (CrIS)  onboard  the  Suomi  National  Polar-orbiting
Partnership (Suomi-NPP) and NOAA-20 is NOAA’s new gen-
eration  hyperspectral  IR  sounder,  which  can  provide  the
high vertical resolution information needed for weather fore-
casting  (Zhou  et  al.,  2019).  CrIS  clear-sky  radiances  are
assimilated in the NCEP GFS with the consideration of the
cloud height and cloud mask from Visible Infrared Imaging
Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) (Jung et al., 2017).

Clear-sky imager radiances from sensors onboard geosta-
tionary satellites, such as the Geostationary Operational Envir-
onmental  Satellite  (GOES)  series,  Meteosat  series,
Himawari series, and FengYun (FY) series, are also import-
ant  components  for  operational  data  assimilation  systems.
Kazumori  (2016)  showed  the  impacts  of  the  Advanced
Himawari  Imager  (AHI)  (Bessho  et  al.,  2016)  onboard
Himawari-8  in  the  Japan  Meteorological  Agency  (JMA)
NWP system. Ma et al. (2017) evaluated the AHI data assimil-
ated  in  NCEP  GDAS/GFS.  The  GOES-16  clear-sky  radi-
ance data are generated and then assimilated at NCEP using
the  GSI  hybrid  4DEnVar  (Liu  et  al.,  2019; Nebuda  et  al.,
2018).

Although significant progress has been made on all-sky
radiance assimilation for MW sounders (Geer et al.,  2018),
the assimilation of IR radiances for operational weather fore-
casting  is  mostly  limited  to  clear  skies  and  to  above-cloud
situations. The difficulties include potentially large uncertain-
ties and biases in the radiative transfer model (RTM) (which
may  be  linked  to  cloud  microphysical  properties  that
strongly affect the radiances but are not constrained by the
forecast model), systematic discrepancies between the obser-
vations and the model background that may be attributed to
model  error  in  cloud  variables  (Li  et  al.,  2016; Okamoto,
2017),  and the nonlinearity of moist  physics processes that

can lead to non-Gaussian error characteristics (Errico et al.,
2007).  A  particular  difficulty  of  all-sky  IR  assimilation  is
that  the  radiances  are  mostly  sensitive  to  the  cloud  top
(along  with  the  ice  cloud  microphysical  properties,  e.g.,
Vidot  et  al.,  2015).  Compared to  all-sky MW assimilation,
where the primary cloud sensitivity is to the vertically integ-
rated  mass  of  the  hydrometeors,  IR  radiances  are  much
more strongly sensitive to the cloud layout in both the ver-
tical and the horizontal. In particular, this makes it harder to
assimilate complex scenes of multi-layered and overlapping
cloud (e.g., Prates et al., 2014). However, expanding IR soun-
der and imager radiance assimilation into cloudy skies is crit-
ical for effective use of the thermodynamic and cloud micro-
physical  information from satellites  to  improve NWP fore-
casts.

Given the  potential  benefits,  much experimentation on
all-sky  IR  assimilation  has  already  taken  place.  For  the
impacts of the all-sky imager radiances, Otkin and Potthast
(2019) found that the assimilation of the 6.2 μm band on the
Spinning  Enhanced  Visible  and  Infrared  Imager  (SEVIRI)
sensor with the observed cloud-top height or observed bright-
ness  temperature  as  the  bias  predictor  (Otkin  et  al.,  2018)
had reduced the forecast error. Zhang et al. (2016) used the
two  perfect  model  observing  system  simulation  experi-
ments (OSSEs) to evaluate the potential impacts of assimilat-
ing all-sky infrared satellite radiances from GOES-R series.
More  recently,  Wu  et  al.  (2020)  showed  that  assimilating
10-min clear-sky AHI radiances improved the prediction of
a record-breaking rainstorm event using WRF-4DVar with a
convective-scale  setting.  Many  other  investigations  of  all-
sky  infrared  geostationary  radiance  assimilation  have  been
carried  out  and  will  be  described  later  (e.g., Otkin  et  al.,
2012a; Cintineo et al., 2016; Honda et al., 2018; Minamide
and Zhang, 2018; Zhang et al., 2018, 2019a; Okamoto et al.,
2019).  Assimilation of all-sky IR sounder radiances is  also
under investigation (e.g., Okamoto et al., 2014; Geer, 2019;
Geer et al., 2019).

In this paper, the methodologies and progress on assimil-
ating the all-sky IR radiances and their  impacts,  as  well  as
the challenges and future perspectives, are reviewed and dis-
cussed. Section 2 details the recent progress on indirect use
of the cloudy IR observations, including regional and global
NWP models.  Section  3  reviews  the  progress  of  the  direct
assimilation  of  the  all-sky  IR  radiance  assimilation  using
the  variational  and  ensemble  Kalman  filter  (EnKF)  meth-
ods.  Section  4  outlines  the  potential  problems  and  chal-
lenges, and section 5 provides future perspectives. 

2.    Indirect use of cloudy IR observations
 

2.1.    Assimilation of retrieved products

Given that all-sky radiances can be difficult to assimil-
ate  due  to  nonlinearity  and  poorly  constrained  microphys-
ical assumptions, one possibility is to deal with these issues
outside the main data assimilation process. This can be done
by performing an initial retrieval from the cloud-affected radi-
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ances, then assimilating some parts of the resulting geophys-
ical profile into the main data assimilation system (quite pos-
sibly  throwing  away  the  cloud  information).  For  example,
this  was  the  philosophy  behind  the  1D+4D-Var  assimila-
tion  of  retrieved  total  column  water  vapor  from  cloudy
microwave  observations  between  2006  and  2009  at
ECMWF  (Bauer  et  al.,  2006).  The  1D-Var  designation
means  that  the  retrieval  is  performed  by  a  variational
method using the same background forecast as the main opera-
tional  system.  A  recent  idea  is  to  use  a  Bayesian  retrieval
(1D-Bay+4D-Var)  to  more effectively deal  with nonlinear-
ity,  non-Gaussianity,  and  unknown  microphysical  assump-
tions in the retrieval process (e.g., Duruisseau et al., 2019).
The retrieval could alternatively be completely independent
from  the  model  background  fields – any  retrieval  product
could be considered for assimilation.

The  main  application  of  retrievals  that  is  widely  used
for assimilating information from cloud-affected IR observa-
tions  is  where  the  cloud-top  pressure  (CTP)  and  effective
cloud  amount  (ECA)  (or  effective  cloud  fraction)  are
retrieved  from IR radiances  and  then  used  to  constrain  the
cloud parameters in the RTM, so that  the IR radiances can
be  more  accurately  assimilated  (Pavelin  et  al.,  2008;
McNally,  2009; Pangaud  et  al.,  2009; Lupu  and  McNally,
2012; Okamoto,  2013).  These  approaches  typically  retain
only the channels that are weakly or moderately affected by
cloud,  and there are  widely varying criteria  for  the permit-
ted  level  of  cloud  visibility.  However,  the  method  of
McNally  (2009)  retains  all  channels  affected  by  overcast
clouds,  arguing  that  the  cloud  top  temperature  provides  a
measurement of the atmospheric temperature with very high
vertical resolution. For all these studies, cloud overcast condi-
tions were assumed as a single-layer cloud for the radiative
transfer  (RT)  calculation,  which  significantly  limited  the
applicable observations.

Assimilating retrieved cloud products (cloud-top proper-
ties, hydrometeor profiles, etc.) can provide important inform-
ation in cloudy regions that avoids the complexity of hand-
ling cloud in the RTM (Jones et al., 2013a; Jones and Stens-
rud, 2015). However, hydrometeors are not used as control
variables  in  some  of  the  operational  data  assimilation  sys-
tems,  which  makes  it  more  difficult  to  assimilate  informa-
tion about  the cloud field.  As examples of  the assimilation
of IR-retrieved cloud products, Meng et al. (2021a) revised
an observation operator of cloud liquid/ice water path (LWP
&  IWP)  to  directly  use  the  hydrometeor  information  from
the NWP model, which reduced the differences between the
observations and simulations. The assimilation of LWP and
IWP  products  derived  from  the  GOES-16  Advanced
Baseline  Imager  (ABI)  (Schmit  et  al.,  2005)  for  Hurricane
Irma (2017) shows improvement of water vapor both at ana-
lysis  and in forecast  fields.  The retrieval  process for deriv-
ing  hydrometeor  products  could  also  introduce  additional
errors  because  of  errors  in  the  retrieval  first  guess  as  dis-
cussed by Eyre et al. (2020). Thus, observation errors need
to  be  carefully  considered  and  tested  when  assimilating
cloud property retrievals. 

2.2.    Assimilation  of  hyperspectral  cloud-cleared
radiances (CCRs)

In part due to their large footprint size, the availability
of  IR sounder  clear-sky radiances  is  limited,  which greatly
limits  the  use  of  IR  sounder  observations  in  data  assimila-
tion  systems  (Huang  and  Smith,  2004).  Therefore,  adding
more information for cloudy footprints would help improve
the satellite data applications and NWP forecasts. Given the
challenges associated with assimilating cloudy IR radiances,
one  approach  is  to  assimilate  cloud-cleared  radiances
(CCRs),  for  which the cloud effect  in the IR sounder foot-
print has been removed to obtain the clear-sky equivalent IR
radiances. This is a longstanding way of using IR observa-
tions  (Chahine,  1977; Joiner  and  Rokke,  2000).  A  more
recent development is to use radiances from high spatial resol-
ution  imager  pixels  collocated  with  the  hyperspectral  IR
sensor.  Here,  we focus  on the  imager-based cloud-clearing
(CC) method developed by Goldberg et al. (2005) and Li et
al.  (2005),  which  removes  the  cloud  effect  from  an  IR
sounder footprint containing partial cloud cover using colloc-
ated  high-resolution  imager  IR  band  radiances  of  clear
pixels  within  the  sub-footprint.  Additional  quality  controls
(including the similarity test and homogeneous test) are fur-
ther  applied  to  ensure  the  quality  of  the  CCRs.  The  CCRs
have the same spatial resolution as the original radiance obser-
vations.  After  applying  the  CC algorithm,  cloud  effects  on
the partial cloudy sounder footprints are removed. As a res-
ult,  generating  clear  equivalence  radiances  leads  to  an
increase  in  the  number  of  observations  in  partially  cloudy
regions for assimilation.

The  imager-based  CC  approach  has  been  successfully
applied  to  process  VIIRS/CrIS  partly  cloudy  radiances
(Wang et al., 2017). Figure 2 shows the CrIS original bright-
ness  temperature  (Tb)  spectrum  for  the  1305  channels
(green  line)  of  the  CrIS  footprint  in Fig.  1 for  the  black
circle. The CrIS cloud-cleared Tb spectrum of the same foot-
print is shown with a blue line. After removing cloud contam-
ination, the CrIS cloud-cleared Tb spectrum is warmer than
the original CrIS Tb. The VIIRS IR band Tb corresponding
to  the  same wavelength  is  also  plotted  in Fig.  2 (red  star),
which  can  be  used  as  a  clear  Tb  reference  for  the  CrIS
cloud-cleared  Tb.  After  convolving  the  CrIS  cloud-cleared
Tb spectrum to the corresponding VIIRS wavelengths using
the spectral response functions (SRF), the convolved VIIRS
Tb is close to the spatially averaged VIIRS Tb clear observa-
tion  within  the  footprint,  which  indicates  that  the  CC
method can effectively remove cloud contamination from a
partially  cloudy  CrIS  footprint.  Note  that  all  the  CC  pro-
cessing is conducted in radiance space and the CCRs are con-
verted to Tb for comparisons and applications.

As shown in Fig. 3, there are approximately 48% more
radiances  globally  that  are  available  for  assimilation,  espe-
cially over ocean and in the Southern Hemisphere for this par-
ticular case. However, because the noise is amplified in the
CC  process  (Li  et  al.,  2005),  it  is  necessary  to  inflate  the
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observation  errors  for  CCR assimilation  in  order  to  optim-
ize their use in data assimilation. A method to increase the
observation errors for the CrIS CCRs by calculating the rela-
tionship  between  the  cloudiness  of  the  adjacent  CrIS  foot-
prints had been developed and implemented in the GSI assim-
ilation system (Wang et al., 2019). For a Hurricane Harvey
(2017)  study,  it  was  found  that  the  new  assimilation
approach  using  VIIRS-based  CrIS  CCRs  and  the  inflated
observation errors  showed great  improvements  to  the track
forecasts due to the assimilation of more CrIS radiances, espe-
cially in cloudy skies. The intensity forecasts, such as min-
imum  sea  level  pressure  (SLP)  and  maximum  wind  speed
(SPD), were also improved.

Assimilation  of  CCRs  is  an  alternative  and  effective
approach for assimilating thermodynamic information under

partially  cloudy  skies  (Wang  et  al.,  2015).  Global  CrIS
CCRs have also been generated at EMC (Environmental Mod-
eling  Center)  for  testing  in  the  GFS.  NCEP  developed  an
inline  CC algorithm in  the  global  data  assimilation  system
(GDAS)/GFS, and the CCRs are estimated together with all
other observations (Liu et al., 2017). The AIRS CCRs have
been  used  in  the  NASA Goddard  Earth  Observing  System
(GEOS, version 5) (Reale et al., 2018). The results showed
that  assimilating  CCRs  primarily  affected  TC  representa-
tion, which was to create a strong and concentrated temperat-
ure  anomaly  in  the  upper  troposphere  that  then  translated
through hydrostatic  adjustment  to  a  lower  central  pressure.
Besides using imager data directly for IR sounder cloud detec-
tion,  indirect  use  of  imager  data  could  also  be  useful,  for
example,  when  using  the  imager  cloud  mask  to  train  the

 

 

Fig.  1.  VIIRS  Tb  image  from  band  M  15  (wavelength  10.763  μm)  (units:  K)  (left);  and  the  VIIRS  cloud
mask  overlaying  on  the  CrIS  footprints.  The  black  circle  gives  an  example  of  the  Tb  and  the  cloud  mask
coverage.

 

 

Fig.  2.  The  Tb  spectra  of  the  original  CrIS  (green  line)  and  cloud-cleared  CrIS  (blue  line)
(units: K), respectively. The VIIRS Tb at the same wavelength is shown by red stars, and the
CrIS  cloud-cleared  Tb  convolved  to  VIIRS  wavelength  using  SRF  shown  by  black  circles
(units: K).
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sounder  cloud detection through machine learning (ML) in
an  offline  context,  while  IR  sounder  alone  cloud  detection
can be applied online (Zhang et al., 2019b).

The  Geostationary  Interferometric  Infrared  Sounder
(GIIRS) onboard the FY-4A is the first high-spectral-resolu-
tion advanced IR sounder  onboard a  geostationary weather
satellite,  launched  on  11  December  2016  (Yang  et  al.,
2017). GIIRS can provide high temporal resolution sensitiv-
ity to the 4-D atmosphere for NWP models with the 4D-Var
system (Yin et al.,  2020). Figure 4 provides an example of
the GIIRS observed brightness temperature minus GRAPES
(Global/Regional Assimilation and PrEdiction System) back-
ground  (O–B)  simulations  for  the  case  of  Typhoon  Maria
(2018)  at  0200  UTC  on  11  July  2018.  There  are  an  addi-
tional  371 cloud-cleared observations (denoted by triangle)
added  to  the  420  clear  sky  observations  (denoted  by  “Y”)
after  quality  control.  The  O–B  departures  from  the  cloud-
cleared  observations  (with  standard  deviation  of  0.650  K)
are very consistent with those from clear skies (with stand-
ard deviation of 0.638 K), which makes more GIIRS observa-
tions usable for assimilation. It is worth noting that placing
imager  and  sounder  sensors  onboard  the  same  geostation-
ary platform has the advantage of characterizing the sounder
sub-footprint  cloud  properties  (Li  et  al.,  2004)  in  assimila-
tion when the sounder spatial resolution is relatively coarse
(e.g., GIIRS onboard FY-4A). 

3.    Direct assimilation of all-sky IR radiances
 

3.1.    Assimilation  of  all-sky  IR  radiances  using
variational methods

Though  the  direct  assimilation  of  all-sky  IR  radiances
is  not  used  operationally  yet,  such  a  method  is  attractive
because  it  can  provide  a  unified  treatment  of  clear  and
cloud-impacted observations that eliminates the need to use
complicated cloud detection procedures (Bauer et al., 2010).
All-sky  data  assimilation  also  promotes  a  more  balanced
use of satellite observations, which overcomes the tendency
for data assimilation systems to assimilate a much larger num-
ber  of  observations  in  clear  regions  (Geer  et  al.,  2018).
Cloud-affected IR radiances in multi-layer cloud conditions
were studied by Okamoto et al. (2014). A cloud effect aver-
age  parameter  was  introduced  to  express  the  magnitude  of
the cloud effect. When applying this parameter, the probabil-
ity  density  function  (PDF)  of  O–B  departures  exhibits  a
near-Gaussian  form.  This  method  was  also  applied  during
all-sky Himwari-8/AHI IR radiance assimilation in a meso-
scale model (Okamoto, 2017). The distribution of the normal-
ized O–B was Gaussian for AHI channels 8–10, the humid-
ity  bands,  with  additional  QC  steps  used  to  eliminate
samples for which the models were unable to reproduce the
observations well. Another definition of the cloud effect para-
meter  was  proposed  by  Harnisch  et  al.  (2016).  It  uses  a

 

 

Fig. 3. The global data coverage of CrIS radiances from original CrIS clear (a) and the cloud-
cleared CrIS (b) at 11 μm radiances [units: mW (m2 sr cm−1)−1] on 30 October 2015.
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fixed reference clear-sky Tb that was only appropriate to the
locations and time period included in the original study. To
make  it  globally  applicable,  the  reference  clear-sky  Tb
would need to be varied appropriately.

At ECMWF, a new all-sky IR configuration was tested
for  assimilating  observations  from  seven  IASI  mid-  and
upper-tropospheric water vapor channels (Geer, 2019; Geer
et  al.,  2019).  RTTOV Version 12.2 with cloudy IR model-
ing was used as the RTM model (Saunders et al., 2018). Com-
pared  to  earlier  work  in  the  ECMWF  system,  substantial
improvements  in  the  quality  of  the  RT  were  noted,  attrib-
uted to the use of a multiple independent column overlap tech-
nique  (Matricardi,  2005)  and  to  upgrades  to  the  ice  cloud
microphysical assumptions (Vidot et al., 2015). The observa-
tion error model combines the inflation of error variances as
a  function  of  a  symmetric  cloud  proxy  variable  with  a
model  for  error  correlations  that  varies  as  a  function  of
cloud  amount  (Geer,  2019).  This  model  gives  larger  error
standard  deviations  than  those  used  in  clear-sky  assimila-
tion.  Therefore,  the  weight  of  all-sky  radiances  is  smaller
than the clear-sky radiances. On average across all seven chan-
nels,  all-sky  radiance  assimilation  brought  65%  more  data
than the clear-sky radiance assimilation. Both the clear-sky
and  all-sky  assimilation  of  the  IASI  WV  soundings  pro-

duced more accurate surface pressure and mid- and upper-tro-
pospheric  analyses.  All-sky  assimilation  also  led  to  slight
improvements in the tropics compared to clear-sky assimila-
tion,  but  the  results  were  more  generally  neutral.  This
approach is not yet operational at ECMWF because it would
need to be completely re-structured to work with other signi-
ficant  developments  to  the  treatment  of  hyperspectral  IR
assimilation, particularly a possible move to principal com-
ponent  (PC)  or  reconstructed  radiance  assimilation,  which
are proposed as ways to deal with the large data volumes, par-
ticularly from forthcoming hyperspectral imagers on geosta-
tionary platforms.

Although  some  progress  has  been  achieved,  directly
assimilating all-sky IR radiances remains challenging in oper-
ational  variational  assimilation  systems.  However,  the
examples  examined  suggest  that  with  sustained  effort  it
should  still  be  possible  to  achieve  operational  all-sky  IR
assimilation in the near future. 

3.2.    Assimilation  of  all-sky  IR  radiances  using  EnKF
methods

Another burgeoning area of research is the assimilation
of  all-sky  IR  radiances  in  convection-allowing  ensemble
data  assimilation  systems designed to  improve the  forecast
accuracy for high-impact weather events. Most studies have

 

 

Fig.  4.  FY-4A  GIIRS  observed  brightness  temperature  minus  GRAPES  background
simulations (O–B) after quality control for channel 27 (wavenumber of 761.25 cm−1) with the
weighting function peak at around 500 hPa in longwave band from clear-sky GIIRS radiances
(denoted  by  “Υ”)  and  cloud-cleared  radiances  (denoted  by  triangle),  overlapped  on  AGRI
window band 12 (with central wavelength of 10.8 μm, B/W color) at 0200 UTC on 11 July
2018 for Typhoon Maria (2018).
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focused on developing methods to assimilate all-sky observa-
tions  from geostationary  satellite  imagers  because  they  are
the only source of cloud and water vapor information with suf-
ficient  spatial  and  temporal  resolutions  to  match  the  fre-
quent update cycles and high spatial resolution employed by
regional-scale models. There is great potential in assimilat-
ing  cloud-sensitive  radiances  from  geostationary  imagers
because clouds are the first observable aspect of convective
features (Kurzrock et al., 2018; Gustafsson et al., 2018).

Early  studies  with  ensemble  data  assimilation  systems
employed  observing  system  simulation  experiments
(OSSEs) to examine the impact of all-sky radiance assimila-
tion  on  the  analysis  and  forecast  accuracy  for  tropical  and
midlatitude  weather  events.  Otkin  (2010, 2012a)  showed
that assimilating all-sky radiances from the 8.5 μm window
band  on  the  GOES-R  (now GOES-16  and  GOES-17)  ABI
sensor improved the accuracy of the cloud field and that the
presence  of  small  cloud  features  in  IR  images  requires  a
short  horizontal  localization  radius  to  lessen  the  impact  of
spurious  correlations.  Subsequent  studies  evaluated  the
impact  of  assimilating  all-sky  radiances  from  the  three
water  vapor  bands  on  the  ABI  and  AHI  sensors.  Otkin
(2012b)  found  that  their  assimilation  improved  precipita-
tion forecasts during a winter storm across the central U.S.
Likewise,  Jones  et  al.  (2013b, 2014)  and  Cintineo  et  al.
(2016) showed that simultaneously assimilating all-sky ABI
radiances  and  Doppler  radar  reflectivity  observations  pro-
duced more  accurate  forecasts  than  when each observation
type  was  assimilated  individually.  This  occurred  because
the satellite radiances helped constrain the evolution of the
cloud  and  water  vapor  fields  in  the  upper  troposphere,
whereas the radar observations had a positive impact on the
lower  troposphere.  Similar  benefits  when  assimilating  all-
sky  IR  radiances  were  found  in  other  studies  examining
their  influence  on  mesoscale  convective  systems  and  trop-
ical cyclones (Zupanski et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2016; Min-
amide and Zhang, 2017, 2018).

Following  the  launch  of  the  ABI  and  AHI  sensors  in
recent years, assimilation experiments have been performed
using real IR radiances from geostationary imagers. Minam-
ide and Zhang (2017, 2018) developed an adaptive observa-
tion error inflation (AOEI) method to account for large repres-
entativeness errors when assimilating all-sky radiances. The
AOEI method scales the observation errors as a function of
the  size  of  the  first  guess  departures.  Their  data  sensitivity
experiments  for  a  tropical  cyclone  case  study  showed  that
the  assimilation  of  all-sky  Tbs  from  the  upper-level  water
vapor band on the AHI sensor improved the distribution of
convection  embedded  in  the  tropical  depression.  This  then
helped the model forecasts develop a more resilient TC vor-
tex. Honda et al. (2018) showed that assimilating AHI radi-
ances sensitive to clouds and water vapor in the middle and
upper-troposphere every 10 min improved the structure and
predicted  intensity  for  a  rapidly  intensifying  tropical  cyc-
lone  compared  to  the  experiment  in  which  the  radiances
were  assimilated  at  30-min  intervals.  Sawada  et  al.  (2019)

assimilated  Himawari-8  infrared  radiances  at  10-min  inter-
vals  to  improve  the  convective  predictability.  Okamoto  et
al. (2019) demonstrated that the advantage of all-sky IR radi-
ances compared to clear-sky radiances is due to their greater
spatial and temporal availability and resultant ability to lead
to  more  stable  improvements.  Several  investigators  have
also demonstrated the benefits of assimilating geostationary
imager IR radiances for tropical  and severe weather events
(Zhang et al., 2018, 2019b).

When  using  all-sky  IR  observations,  it  is  important  to
address  cloud-related  biases  between  model  and  observa-
tions. One approach is to remove strongly biased situations
using  quality  control.  However,  bias  correction  can  allow
additional  data  to  be  used.  In  the  context  of  an  EnKF sys-
tem,  Otkin  et  al.  (2018)  and  Otkin  and  Potthast  (2019)
developed a nonlinear bias correction method for all-sky IR
radiances.  Results  from  a  5-day  case  study  assimilating
SEVIRI  all-sky  radiances  showed  that  use  of  a  third  order
bias  correction  with  cloud-sensitive  bias  predictors
improved  the  accuracy  of  the  model  first  guess  and  O–B
departures for conventional observations. They also showed
that  it  is  necessary  to  use  higher  order  bias  predictors  to
account  for  the  presence  of  nonlinear  conditional  biases  in
the all-sky IR O–B departures. 

4.    Challenges of  assimilating IR radiances in
cloudy skies

Many challenges remain to be solved to make the most
effective use of all-sky IR radiances in data assimilation sys-
tems. First, the NWP model has better predictability in clear
skies  than  in  cloudy  skies,  which  makes  the  background
error in cloudy skies larger and more complex than in clear
skies; this effect also results in inflated observation errors in
data assimilation systems where the forecast model is effect-
ively part of the observation operator (e.g., Geer and Bauer,
2011; Okamoto  et  al.,  2014, Harnisch  et  al.,  2016;
Okamoto,  2017).  Second,  the  descriptions  of  clouds  might
be  inconsistent  between  satellite  observations  and  back-
ground;  for  example,  sometimes  satellites  observe  clouds
when  the  background  is  clear,  and  vice  versa.  Producing
clouds  is  challenging  in  a  clear  background  since  the  Jac-
obian  of  clouds  or  ensemble  spread  is  zero  (e.g., Errico  et
al.,  2007);  it  is  more  difficult  than  reducing  or  removing
clouds from the background.  These issues  also manifest  as
strong  nonlinearities  in  the  Jacobian  (or  tangent  linear  and
adjoint)  operators.  Third,  the  observation  operator  (RTM)
has a limited capability to represent the cloud structure and
physical  properties  within  an  NWP  grid,  especially  when
the  clouds  are  inhomogeneous  and  have  a  three-dimen-
sional  multi-layer  vertical  structure.  This  could  be
addressed  with  a  multiple  independent  column  approach
(e.g., Matricardi,  2005),  but  that  can  be  slow and  memory
intensive, so further development of accurate but fast RTMs
with associated Jacobian function is needed in cloudy skies.
Fourth,  both  observation  error  and  background  error  often
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exhibit  a  non-Gaussian  distribution  in  cloudy  sky  condi-
tions,  which makes the assimilation difficult.  The accuracy
of the background error covariance matrix is highly depend-
ent  on  different  cloud  situations  (e.g., Michel  et  al.,  2011;
Bannister et al.,  2020). In addition, the observation error is
also  scene  dependent.  The  observation  error  usually  con-
tains  uncertainty  sources  from  the  detector  noise,  pre-pro-
cessing (radiometric and spectral calibrations, geo-location,
navigation, and co-registration), data processing and distribu-
tion, RTM, and representative error (due to spatial and tem-
poral  mismatch  between  the  NWP  grid  and  observation
pixel), most of which can vary from one scene to another. In
cloudy  situations,  an  accurate  estimate  of  the  observation
error  is  difficult  to  obtain due to  relatively large RTM and
mismatch uncertainties (Li et al., 2016).

One particular challenge is the large uncertainty of repres-
enting ice-phase clouds in both microphysics schemes of fore-
cast  models  and  RTMs. Figure  5 shows  the  Himawari-8
AHI channel 9 observed and simulated brightness temperat-
ures  using  CRTM-v2.3.0  and  RTTOV-v12.3  with  a  6-h
MPAS (Model for Prediction Across Scales) (Skamarock et
al.,  2012)  model  forecast  with  the  Thompson  and  WSM6
microphysics  scheme,  respectively.  The  simulation  valid
time is 1200 UTC on 8 August 2019, when two tropical cyc-
lones  (Lekima  and  Krosa)  coexist.  AHI  data  are  super-
obbed to 30-km resolution to match the MPAS model mesh.
Large discrepancies exhibited between CRTM and RTTOV
and  between  WSM6  and  Thompson  microphysics  are
mostly associated with cold ice-phase clouds, such as those
at the two TC locations. The simulations agree more closely
to each other when ice clouds are removed from RTM input
(not  shown).  One  possible  step  to  tackle  this  issue  is  to
make the assumed microphysical properties in the RTM con-
sistent  with  the  ones  in  the  microphysics  schemes  (e.g.,
Otkin  et  al.,  2007; Thompson  et  al.,  2016; Sieron  et  al.,
2018). However, if the forecast model has an inadequate rep-
resentation  of  the  microphysics,  this  may  not  be  the  best
approach. An alternative is to estimate the microphysical para-
meters directly from observations; for example, this method
was used to improve the microphysical assumptions for ice
clouds in RTTOV (Vidot et al., 2015). 

5.    Future  perspectives  on  assimilating  IR
radiances in cloudy skies

While the hyperspectral IR sounders on board polar-orbit-
ing  satellites  will  continue  to  provide  key  observations  for
NWP,  the  hyperspectral  IR  sounders  on  board  geostation-
ary satellites, such as the Chinese FY-4 series and Europe’s
Meteosat Third Generation (MTG) series, can provide obser-
vations  with  high  temporal  resolution  (better  than  60  min
for full disk coverage and better than 30 min for regional cov-
erage),  which  is  critical  for  capturing  rapid  changes  in  the
atmospheric state. Using more data from geostationary satel-
lites  in  cloudy  skies  for  storm  scale,  regional  and  global
NWP models will  improve the results of the data assimila-

tion and thus improve the forecast accuracy. It is worth not-
ing that since geostationary imagers have even finer spatial
and  temporal  resolution  than  the  future  geostationary
sounders,  using  radiances  from  those  imagers  is  also  very
important,  especially  for  storm-scale  applications  such  as
Warn-on-Forecast (WoF).

While  channel  selection,  observation  error  estimation,
and bias correction are currently the primary focus for assimil-
ating IR radiances and geostationary imagers, the following
assimilation  related  problems  are  worth  further  investiga-
tion.  First,  the  RTMs  and  their  associated  Jacobians  still
need  improvement  under  cloudy  sky  conditions,  especially
under mixed and multi-layer cloudy sky conditions; and so
does the RTM uncertainty estimation under various cloudy
situations. Second, improvements in data assimilation method-
ology  may  be  required  to  overcome  the  nonlinearity  prob-
lem in cloudy skies, for example, by using appropriate con-
trol variables or by removing data or conditions that tend to
have large nonlinearity. Another possible solution is to use
Newtonian iteration. The big challenge in Newtonian itera-
tion is to numerically calculate the Hessian matrix, which is
almost  impossible  in  real  applications.  The  Hessian  matrix
might  be  calculated  based  on  a  ML  model  trained  offline.
Many other ways to deal with nonlinearity in data assimila-
tion have been suggested, with particle filters being a strong
candidate  (e.g., Potthast  et  al.,  2019).  Third,  while  direct
assimilation of IR radiances in cloudy skies is still the main
focus  of  development,  assimilation  of  derived  products  in
cloudy  skies  is  worth  further  attention;  those  products
include, but are not limited to: atmospheric temperature and
moisture  profiles  above  clouds  or  under  partially  cloudy
skies, cloud-top height (CTH) and cloud-base height (CBH)
(when  combined  with  visible  band  observations),  cloud
liquid and ice content. From an information content point of
view,  assimilation  of  derived  products  and  assimilation  of
radiances should be equivalent under certain circumstances,
for example, when the retrieval errors can be estimated and
appropriately  quantified  for  assimilation.  Sometimes  using
retrievals could be advantageous when assimilating informa-
tion from thousands of IR channels on board hyperspectral
sounders (Migliorini, 2012).

Observation  error  estimation  is  always  an  important
factor  in  data  assimilation.  Sophisticated  observation  error
models  will  need  to  be  developed  under  different  weather
and  surface  situations.  Errors  are  usually  inflated  even  in
clear skies, while the observation error inflation factor is usu-
ally decided ad hoc, especially under cloudy skies. Based on
the  observation  error  estimation,  regularization  could  be
used  to  better  balance  the  contributions  from  observations
and  background  (Li  and  Huang,  1999)  to  the  increment  of
the atmospheric state, especially under cloudy skies. In addi-
tion,  appropriately  estimating  the  background  error  covari-
ance matrix under cloudy skies is very important for success-
ful assimilation (Meng et al., 2021b). In ensemble data assim-
ilation,  this  necessitates  use  of  adaptive  covariance  infla-
tion methods.
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ML could be a potential tool for improving IR radiance
assimilation  under  cloudy  skies.  At  least  it  can  be  used  to
derive  products  together  with  a  traditional  1DVAR
approach; for example, Min et al. (2020) demonstrated that
combining  ML  and  1DVAR  provides  better  cloud-top
height estimates than with either approach alone. Enhanced
QC  methods  that  build  upon  ML  techniques  are  currently

being introduced to the community. Although all-sky assimila-
tion can be conducted using stand-alone IR data, using high
spatial  resolution  imager  cloud  information  within  the
sounder sub-footprint could still be helpful for QC and obser-
vation error assignment in all-sky assimilation; for example,
the sub-footprint cloud characterization (phase, fractional cov-
erage,  homogeneity,  single/multi-layer,  etc.)  (Li  et  al.,

 

 

Fig.  5.  AHI  channel  9  observed  (upper  panel)  and  simulated  brightness  temperature  using  CRTM  and
RTTOV with a  6-h MPAS model  forecast  with  Thompson and WSM6 microphysics  scheme,  respectively.
Valid time of simulations is 1200 UTC on 8 August 2019.
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2004) could provide valuable information on QC. Using mul-
tiple sources of data (imager, sounder, background, surface
observations)  for  sounder  cloud  detection  and  all-sky  IR
sounder data assimilation is an important future study topic;
such  cloud  detection  could  be  derived  through  the  ML
model. Since the ML will be trained offline, as long as the
multiple  sources  of  data  can  be  accessed  and  meet  the
latency,  this  method  should  be  effective  for  real-time  or
near real-time (NRT) applications; the technical approaches,
QC, and impact on forecasts need to be studied.

It  will  also  be  necessary  to  develop  the  schemes  and
approaches  to  support  the  assimilation  of  IR  observations
under all-sky conditions from CubeSats and other non-tradi-
tional observing platforms that contain complex viewing geo-
metries (Li et al., 2019) and may have shorter lifetimes (i.e.,
time  to  characterize  the  errors).  In  addition,  sophisticated
observation  error  models  and  bias  correction  methods  will
need to be developed to harness the full potential of all-sky
IR radiances under different weather and surface situations.

Together,  these  studies  could  lead  to  improved  use  of
all-sky  satellite  observations,  especially  imager  and  hyper-
spectral IR radiance assimilation, in NWP models.
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